
Professional Kitchen Solutions

E50 Snow Foam 
Car Shampoo
E50 Snow Foam car Shampoo has been developed for use by professional autocare 
technicians for use with pressure wash and M-Teknologi snow cannons®. The concen-
trated formula forms a highly dense foam blanket to maximise cling time and effort-
lessly loosen and lift stubborn dirt, grime and road debris from your paintwork for a 
clean and shining vehicle.
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WARNING

Professional Kitchen Solutions

E50 Snow Foam 
Car Shampoo

• Causes serious eyes irritation. 
• Wash hands thoroughly after handling.
Do not use in direct sunlight. 
Optimum results are obtained by drying 
with a chamois leather or equivalent to 
prevent water-spotting.
Do not allow foam to dry onto paintwork 
surface as streaking may occur. 

Normal wash

Very dirty vehicle

Method of use Fill ratio K83 water concentration

1:40

1:20

1L

1L

40L

20L

25000ppm 

50000ppm

Sodium Laureth Sulfate, Cocamide DEA, 
Dye, Preservative, Fragrance. 

pH neutral formulation, won't remove any 
previously applied layers of wax, polish & 
ceramic coatings

Thick foam reduces the risk of scratches and 
swirl marks.

Highly concentrated - Use only 50ml to generate 
10 layers of foam on a standard car

Easy application: Apply snow foam – wait for up 
to 10 minutes - rinse and wipe off effortlessly

Streak Free

Long lasting anti-static formula helps to repel 
dust

Before you start, ensure that the bodywork and 
wheels are cool to the touch and out of direct 
sunlight.

Pre-rinse the car to remove road dust and wet the 
surface.

Add 50ml product to 500ml water in the M-Teknologi 
Snow Cannon foaming bottle.

Adjust foam gun settings as required to increase or 
reduce foam.

Spray M-Teknologi Snow Foam onto the vehicle, 
starting at the bottom, ensuring all exterior surfaces 
are covered, including glass and wheels.

Leave Snow Foam blanket time to dwell and loosen 
dirt for up to 10 minutes, although do not allow it to 
dry on.

Finally, rinse thoroughly with clean water from the 
bottom up.

Dry with M-Teknologi Microfiber Towels

Use M-Teknologi E80 Final Shine for additional shine 
and protection


